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Vehicles should enter the Alumni Coliseum Lot using the red Entry
Path. Cars should use the cut-through located before the flag poles.
The line will start forming as indicated by Line Starting Point
symbol. Do not start lining-up before 2:15 p.m. to allow students,
faculty, staff, visitors and those with accessible needs to come and
go in the parking lots.
If the line backs-up past the green Queue Starting Point symbol,
cars should back into the spaces in the Queue Parking. See Fig. 1
for reference. Cars should enter the line in the order of when they
arrived.
The pick-up line will begin to move into the Exit Path at 2:55 p.m.
and not before. There will be a Crossover in the Alumni Coliseum
Lot to allow traffic to exit. Use caution and allow vehicles to exit the
lot. This allows room for pick-up and efficient traffic flow. Please
allow space at the Crossover by not blocking the intersection. Use
caution to prevent vehicle incursions. Obey the traffic signage and
Model staff (the staged line as a stop sign that requires operators to
yield to oncoming/crossover traffic.) Do not stop in the Student
Pick-Up area near the stairs. Pull all the way forward to the next
available cone.
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Vehicles should enter Model Drive and follow the red Entry Path.
The line will start forming as indicated by red Line Starting Point.
Do not start lining-up before 2:15 p.m. to allow students, faculty,
staff, visitors and those with accessible needs to come and go in the
EKU ALUMNI
parking
lots. COLISEUM
Vehicles that are exiting the line should following the blue Exit Path.
This line should NOT be used for lining up.
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Use caution to prevent vehicle incursions. Obey the traffic signage
and Model staff (the staged line as a stop sign that requires
operators to yield to oncoming/crossover traffic.)
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